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Your letter appears to have becn written just before he phoned to report that 116 

Sections h.d been processed. The combination of *stealfe's apoarent forgetting of what 

ve had @isassed anc my current review of my cany wasted letters to the FBI in 75~1996 

peonpts some specific sugzestions. 

My recollection is that we did have an informal wunderstending that as soon as a 

relatively small number of Dallas records were processed they vould stop the processing 

to give me a chance, ss you say, to make an examination. It is also my dertain recol~ 

lections that he acid the first step would be the raking of an inventory and that I would 

get a copy of it. I have not, as you know, and this was to have been completed in 

Dalles, before any records left there. 

So maybe young as he is he has a memory worse then mine. If so this suggests that 

when we have discussitons and do have some kind of agreement it will save time to take 

tine te confim them in writing. 

If you have further discussions with him on tris and especlally if we anticipate 

that FEI ractises will be the same es in the “ing case, I do have some suggestionse 

First that you refer his to the policy statements made as soon as the Comission 

vas out of existence. Hoover's on FRI records and the practise with thosé released in 

perticuler are relevunte There was no withholding of nemes and no withholding for 

orivacy considerations in the records released (a%&thouhg some may have been withheld out 

of privacy concerns). In particular there wac no withholding of PEI names. And there 

ghould not be in such « case, at least. 

If the PRL processes these records es it hea those relating to the King case I 

will have no choice but to start contesting everything at the outset.1 have just been 

yeninded teat names that were in all the sany nexs stories, Hote's, Brank’s mine and all 

other books and magazine articles, were systematically withhad by the FBI, beginning with 

the very firat records provided, They have steadfastly refused to replace any copies of 

any and all these records, even after the judge issued a verbal order they did not 

appeal. (Ignoring appears to have been easier.) 

as Metcalfe should be aware, I examined the first five sets of worksheets in the 

BQ JFK releases and filed an appeal. Tere has been no actiong as yet. This is precisely 

what I will have to do in the new cases because the failures of Civil and the determinations 

to do what ie wrong by the FEE permit me no real alternative. Pleasa give
 him to under~ 

stand as clearly as he is willing to attémpt to wderstand that while I would prefer just 

to get the records, make minimal requests for additional records, and just do the work 1 

want to do, these tactics, if thay are not strategies, make that impossible for me. 1 also 

cannot and will not take the time to read go many recorda more than once. If I accept 

wrongful withholdings I']1 not have tine to read those records when they are replaced. In 

fact I'LL not be able to file replacement copies uhere they belong. These arg among ny 

realities. This meana, I believe, that they are and will be his realities. 

Lf the FBI has taught me but one thing it is that the HI never learns and never, 

voluntarily, ceases abusing the Act in the kinds of cases I have or me. It has taught me 

that it will not keep its word and will not reconsider and will not correct itself. 

It slips and slides around and ducks proper searches and reviews and pretends there is 

nothing within the public domain. Actually there is virtually nothing in these cases that 

is not largely to entirely within the public domain. 

It will, from our experiences in the Sing cases, be much easier and cheaper for us 

to battle strongly from the outset, in, court if and when necessary, than to go through 

what we have been going through. I don t care if they have processed 1000 Sections by the 

time i've geen the first, as soon as I-hawe a fair case of improper wihholding I'm going



to appeal the whole thing. I'm also going to stop there and do other work. tp I do not 

get a reprocessing of ali they've processed based on the first sample the past provides 

every assurance that they will provide no 4nadequacy of added sauples. So I'll do the 

same thing with 9 second fair sample. dnd a third. fourth. Sr as many as is necessary. 

Each one of these is going to mcan work for him and coat for the Government. In this 

Proposition 13 time I would not want to be wasting any Goverment time and money, especially 

not with ample pre-warnings 

Serhaps he does not recall that 4 alerted him to this when we spoke more than two 

months ago. If he does not he'd better start keeping notes. 

If he does not recall then please try to let him see that for ne, in my condition 

and at my age and without help as I am there is no alternative that I do not prefer to 

what the FSI always does to avgid compliance in these casea where the chances of embar 

rasement to it are so great. No matter what fees it may earn you I will not waste the 

tine I've wasted in 1996 and he'd better understand it. If he does not I believe he'll 

be spending an enormous amount of time that before very long he will realize is entirely 

wasted timd. , : 

If he accepte en FRI retreading of the false pretense in the 1996 case, that it 

can and will cozply feom an acronymed file ike MURKIN, then I beliave he is faikhy 

certain to be putting in a lot of extra tise. The Fal does have other relevant files, 

regardless of what they tell him and he may chose to bebieve. 

Maybe 44 will be a brave new world. Maybe the rogue elephants of FHI FolAeing are 

all beck in the various New “avens being “Liberal” FSI Sas. That would be great. This 

is written for you to use to discuss with hin pgcause I do not sea the Fli making that 

kind of radical change. I fully expect it to hews using processors who are not familar 

with the bitcrature on the suvj.ot or ths Warven Coumission's published 27 volumes or 

300 cuble feet of available information and to be withholding what is within the 

public domain, If they do tis, as they have in ths past, and if they have made ns 

effort to lear what iu within the public domain, we 11 all havo problems. But ¢ think 

that initime he'll regret what it will mean for hints 

You sse, there are many ways in which I could help them, save them so rany hours of 

work and the costs that entails. But they have not asked and as you imow in ths past they've 

turned such of’ers down. I hops the reading I take from this is wrong. Sut mtil I have 

reason to believe it ia not a correct reading it is the one on which I'll do what think 

dng and planning are required. 
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